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TOWARD MIXED MULTIPLICITIES
AND JOINT REDUCTIONS
Truong Thi Hong Thanh and Duong Quoc Viet
ABSTRACT: In the direction towards the question when mixed multi-
plicities are equal to the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity of joint reductions,
this paper not only generalizes [28, Theorem 3.1] that covers the Rees’s
theorem [13, Theorem 2.4], but also removes the hypothesis that joint re-
ductions are systems of parameters in [28, Theorem 3.1]. The results of
the paper seem to make the problem of expressing mixed multiplicities into
the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity of joint reductions become closer.
1 Introduction
Let (A,m) be a Noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m and infinite residue field
k = A/m. Let M be a finitely generated A-module. Let J be an m-primary ideal,
I1, . . . , Id be ideals of A. Put I = I1 · · · Id; M = M/0M : I∞ and
n = (n1, . . . , nd);k = (k1, . . . , kd); 0 = (0, . . . , 0);
ei = (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0) ∈ Nd(the ith coordinate is 1);
I = I1, . . . , Id; I
[k] = I
[k1]
1 , . . . , I
[kd]
d ; I
n = In11 · · · Indd ;
nk = nk11 · · ·nkdd ;k! = k1! · · · kd!; |k| = k1 + · · ·+ kd.
Assume that I *
√
AnnM, then M 6= 0. Set q = dimM . Then ℓ
( Jn0InM
Jn0+1InM
)
is a
polynomial of total degree q − 1 for all large enough n0,n by [22, Proposition 3.1]
(see [10]). Denote by P this polynomial. Write the terms of total degree q−1 of P in
the form
∑
k0+|k|=q−1
e(J [k0+1], I[k];M)
n
k0
0
nk
k0!k!
, then e(J [k0+1], I[k];M) are non-negative
integers not all zero, and e(J [k0+1], I[k];M) is called the mixed multiplicity of M with
respect to J, I of the type (k0 + 1,k) (see e.g. [10, 21, 22]).
It has long been known that the mixed multiplicity of ideals is an important
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2invariant of algebraic geometry and commutative algebra. In past years, mixed
multiplicities of ideals have attracted much attention (see e.g. [3−10, 13−34]).
We turn now to some facts of mixed multiplicities e(J [k0+1], I[k];M) related to
joint reductions. In the case of ideals of dimension 0, Risler and Teissier in 1973 [16]
defined mixed multiplicities and interpreted them as Hilbert-Samuel multiplicities
of ideals generated by general elements; Rees in 1984 [13] built joint reductions and
showed that each mixed multiplicity is the multiplicity of a joint reduction. And
under the viewpoint of joint reductions, Rees’s mixed multiplicity theorem can be
viewed as an extension of the result of Risler and Teissier. Developing this theorem of
Rees, Bo¨ger extended to the case of non-m-primary ideals (see [15]); Swanson proved
the converse of Rees’s mixed multiplicity theorem for formally equidimensional rings
[14] (see [15, Theorem 17.6.1]); Dinh-Thanh-Viet [28, Theorem 3.1] extended to the
case that the ideal I have height larger than |k|. But whether there is a similar
result for arbitrary ideals, is not yet known. This is one of motivations to direct us
towards the following question.
Question 1: When are mixed multiplicities equal to the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity
of joint reductions?
Recall that the notion of joint reductions was built in Rees’s work in 1984 [13].
And O’Carroll in 1987 [12] proved the existence of joint reductions in the general
case. This concept was studied in [15, 24, 25, 28, 35].
Definition 1.1 (Definition 2.2). Let Ii be a sequence consisting ki elements of Ii
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d. Put x = I1, . . . , Id and (∅) = 0A. Then x is called a joint reduction
of I with respect to M of the type k = (k1, . . . , kd) if InM =
∑d
i=1(Ii)I
n−eiM for all
large n. If d = 1 then (I1) is called a reduction of I1 with respect to M [11].
The direction towards Question 1 leads us to the following result.
Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 3.3). Let x be a joint reduction of I, J with respect to M of
the type (k, k0+1) with k0+|k| = dimM−1. Assume that dimM/IM < dimM−|k|.
Then x is a system of parameters for M and e(J [k0+1], I[k];M) = e(x;M).
It should be noted that if one omits the assumption dimM/IM < dimM − |k|,
then in general, e(J [k0+1], I[k];M) can not be the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity of a
joint reduction of I, J with respect to M of the type (k, k0+1) even when this joint
reduction is a system of parameters for M (see Remark 3.4).
Theorem 1.2 not only replaces the condition on the height of the ideal I in the
statement of [28, Theorem 3.1] by a weaker condition on I, but also removes the
condition that the joint reduction x is a system of parameters forM in [28, Theorem
3.1]. Theorem 1.2 seems to make the problem of expressing mixed multiplicities into
the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity of joint reductions become closer.
3The paper is divided into three sections. Section 2 is devoted to the discussion
of some notions and results used in the paper. Section 3 proves the main result.
And as interesting consequences of the main result, we get Corollary 3.5 that is a
stronger result than [28, Theorem 3.1], and Corollary 3.6 which shows that mixed
multiplicities are the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity of weak-(FC)-sequences.
2 Mixed multiplicities and some relative sequences
In this section, we recall notions of weak-(FC)-sequences and joint reductions, and
give some facts on the relationship between mixed multiplicities and these sequences.
Let (A,m) be a Noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m and infinite residue
field k = A/m. Let M be a finitely generated A-module. Let J be an m-primary
ideal, I1, . . . , Id be ideals of A. Set I = I1 · · · Id; M =M/0M : I∞; q = dimM and
ei = (0, . . . ,
(i)
1 , . . . , 0);n = (n1, . . . , nd);k = (k1, . . . , kd); 0 = (0, . . . , 0) ∈ Nd;
|k| = k1 + · · ·+ kd; I = I1, . . . , Id; In = In11 · · · Indd ; I[k] = I [k1]1 , . . . , I [kd]d .
And let I *
√
AnnM. Denote by P (n0,n, J, I,M) the Hilbert polynomial of the
function ℓ
( Jn0InM
Jn0+1InM
)
. Then recall that P (n0,n, J, I,M) is a polynomial of total
degree q − 1 by [22, Proposition 3.1] (see [10]). If one writes the terms of total
degree q−1 of P (n0,n, J, I,M) in the form
∑
k0+|k|=q−1
e(J [k0+1], I[k];M)
n
k0
0
nk
k0!k!
, then
e(J [k0+1], I[k];M) is called the mixed multiplicity of M with respect to J, I of the type
(k0 + 1,k) (see e.g. [10, 21, 22]).
Denote by △(h0,h)Q(n0,n) the (h0,h)-difference of the polynomial Q(n0,n). And
throughout the paper, we put e(J [k0+1], I[k];M) = 0 if k0 + |k| > q − 1.
Remark 2.1. Let e(J [k0+1], I[k];M) be the mixed multiplicity of M with respect to
ideals J, I of the type (k0 + 1,k). Then e(J
[k0+1], I[k];M) = △(k0,k)P (n0,n, J, I,M).
The concept of joint reductions ofm-primary ideals was given by Rees [13] in 1984.
This concept was extended to the set of arbitrary ideals by [12, 15, 24, 25, 28, 35].
Definition 2.2. Let Ii be a sequence consisting ki elements of Ii for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d
and k1, . . . , kd ≥ 0. Put x = I1, . . . , Id and (∅) = 0A. Then x is called a joint reduc-
tion of I with respect to M of the type k = (k1, . . . , kd) if InM =
∑d
i=1(Ii)I
n−eiM
for all large n. If d = 1 then (I1) is called a reduction of I1 with respect to M [11].
The weak-(FC)-sequence, which was defined in [22], is a kind of superficial se-
quences, and it is proven to be useful in several contexts (see e.g. [4, 6, 27, 31, 35]).
4Definition 2.3 ([22]). Set I = I1 · · · Id. An element x ∈ Ii (1 6 i 6 d) is called a
weak-(FC)-element of I with respect to M if the following conditions are satisfied:
(FC1): xM
⋂
InM = xIn−eiM for all ni ≫ 0 and all n1, . . . , ni−1, ni+1, . . . , nd ≥ 0.
(FC2): x is an I-filter-regular element with respect to M, i.e., 0M : x ⊆ 0M : I∞.
Let x1, . . . , xt be elements of A. For any 0 6 i 6 t, set Mi = M
/
(x1, . . . , xi)M .
Then x1, . . . , xt is called a weak-(FC)-sequence of I with respect to M if xi+1 is a
weak-(FC)-element of I with respect to Mi for all 0 6 i 6 t − 1. If a weak-(FC)-
sequence consists of ki elements of Ii (1 ≤ i ≤ d), then it is called a weak-(FC)-
sequence of the type (k1, . . . , kd).
The following remark recalls some important properties of weak-(FC)-sequences.
Remark 2.4. Let Ii be a sequence of elements of Ii for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d. Assume that
I1, . . . , Id is a weak-(FC)-sequence of I with respect to M . Then
(I1, . . . , Id)M
⋂
InM =
d∑
i=1
(Ii)I
n−eiM (1)
for all large n by [25, Theorem 3.4 (i)]. And if x ∈ Ii (1 ≤ i ≤ d) is a weak-(FC)-
element of I, J with respect to M, then
P (n0,n, J, I,M/xM) = P (n0,n, J, I,M)− P (n0,n− ei, J, I,M) (2)
by [6, (3)] (or the proof of [10, Proposition 3.3 (i)]).
The role of weak-(FC) sequences in studying mixed multiplicities is showed by
the following note which will be used as a tool in this paper.
Remark 2.5. Set J = I0. Let x ∈ Ii (0 ≤ i ≤ d) be a weak-(FC)-element of I, J
with respect to M . Then by (2), we get dimM/xM : I∞ 6 dimM/0M : I
∞− 1 and
(i) P (n0,n, J, I,M/xM) =
{
△(0,ei)P (n0,n, J, I,M) if 1 ≤ i ≤ d
△(1,0)P (n0,n, J, I,M) if i = 0.
(ii) If ki > 0 for certain 0 ≤ i ≤ d, then by Remark 2.1 and (i) we obtain
e(J [k0+1], I[k];M) =
{
e(J [k0+1], I[k−ei];M
/
xM) if 1 ≤ i ≤ d
e(J [(k0−1)+1], I[k];M
/
xM) if i = 0.
(iii) For any k ∈ Nd, by [28, Proposition 2.3] (see [22, Remark 1]), there exists a
weak-(FC)-sequence of I with respect to M of the type k.
5(iv) Let y be a weak-(FC)-sequence of I, J with respect to M. Then by (1) in
Remark 2.4, it follows that y is a joint reduction of I, J with respect to M if
and only if Jn0In(M/(y)M) = 0 for all large n0,n.
(v) Let |k|+k0 = dimM−1. Then degP (n0,n, J, I,M) = |k|+k0 by [22, Proposi-
tion 3.1] (see [10]). So △(k0+1,k)P (n0,n, J, I,M) = 0. Now if x is a weak-(FC)-
sequence of I, J with respect to M of the type (k, k0+1), then by (i) we obtain
P (n0,n, J, I,M/(x)M) = △(k0+1,k)P (n0,n, J, I,M) = 0. Hence by (iv), x is a
joint reduction of I, J with respect to M of the type (k, k0 + 1).
In order to prove the results of this paper, we need the following facts.
Recall that an ideal a of A is called an ideal of definition ofM if ℓA(M/aM) <∞,
and a sequence y = y1, . . . , yn of elements in m is called a multiplicity system of M
if (y) is an ideal of definition of M (see e.g. [2, Page 192]). Let y be a multiplicity
system. Then one defines the multiplicity symbol of y as follows: if n = 0, then
ℓA(M) <∞, and set e(y;M) = ℓA(M). If n > 0, set
e(y;M) = e(y′;M
/
y1M)− e(y′; 0M : y1)
(see e.g. [2, Definition 4.7.3]). It is well known that e(y;M) 6= 0 if and only if
y is a system of parameters for M , and in this case, e(y;M) = e((y);M) is the
Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity of the ideal (y) with respect to M (see e.g. [2]). And
I = I1 · · · Id; M = M/0M : I∞; q = dimM.
Lemma 2.6. Let x be a finite sequence of elements in m. Then we have:
(i) (x) is an ideal of definition of ImM for all large enough m if and only if (x)
is an ideal of definition of M .
(ii) If x is a multiplicity system of M, then e(x; ImM) = e(x;M) for all large
enough m.
(iii) Let x be a joint reduction of I, J with respect to M of the type (0, k0+1). Then
(x) is an ideal of definition of M and e(J [k0+1], I[0];M) = e(x; ImM) = e(x;M)
for all large enough m. Moreover, dimM ≤ k0 + 1, and equality holds if only
if e(J [k0+1], I[0];M) 6= 0, and in this case, x is a system of parameters for M.
Proof. Because
√
Ann[M
/
(x)M ] =
√
Ann[ImM
/
(x)ImM ] for all large enough m,
we have (i). By Artin-Rees Lemma, it implies that ImM ∩ (0M : I∞) = 0 for all
large enough m. Hence ImM ∼= ImM for all large enough m. From this it follows
that e(x; ImM) = e(x; ImM) for all large enough m. Therefore we get (ii) since
6dim(M
/
ImM) < dimM. The proof of (iii): Since x is a joint reduction of the type
(0, k0 + 1), (x) is a reduction of J with respect to I
mM for large enough m. Thus
x is a multiplicity system of ImM for large enough m since J is m-primary, and so
of M by (i). Hence dimM ≤ |x| = k0 + 1. By [22, Lemma 3.2 (i)] and (ii) we get
e(J [k0+1], I[0];M) = e(x; ImM) = e(x;M). And thus dimM = k0 + 1 if and only if
e(J [k0+1], I[0];M) 6= 0, in this case, x is a system of parameters for M.
3 Mixed multiplicities and multiplicities of joint reductions
This section proves Theorem 3.3 which is the main theorem of the paper. And as
immediate consequences of this theorem, we obtain Corollary 3.5 which is a stronger
result than [28, Theorem 3.1], and Corollary 3.6 that interpreted mixed multiplicities
as Hilbert-Samuel multiplicities of weak-(FC)-sequences.
To prove the main theorem, we need the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. Let x, x1 ∈ I1 and x2 ∈ J. Let dimM/IM < dimM. Assume that
x, x2 and x1, x2 are systems of parameters for M and are joint reductions of I, J
with respect to M. Then
e(x, x2;M) = e(x1, x2;M).
Proof. Set
Π = {p ∈ MinM | dimA/p = dimM}.
Let p ∈ Π, set B = A/p. Since x1, x2 and x, x2 are both joint reductions of I, J with
respect to M and are systems of parameters for M , x1, x2 and x, x2 are both joint
reductions of I, J with respect to B, and are systems of parameters for B (see e.g
[15, Lemma 17.1.4]). Hence there exists m ≫ 0 such that (x1) and (x) are both
reductions of I1 with respect to J
m(C/x2C), here C =
{
B if d = 1
(I2 · · · Id)mB if d > 1.
Since dimM/IM < dimM , I = I1 · · · Id * p and so dimB/C < dimB. Hence since
x1, x2 and x, x2 are systems of parameters for B, it can be verified that x1, x2 and
x, x2 are systems of parameters for C. Since J is m-primary,
dim(C/x2C)/J
m(C/x2C) = 0.
From this it follows that x1 and x are systems of parameters for J
m(C/x2C). More-
over, since (x1) and (x) are reductions of I1 with respect to J
m(C/x2C), by [11,
Theorem 1], we get e(x; Jm(C/x2C)) = e(I1; J
m(C/x2C)) = e(x1; J
m(C/x2C)).
7Therefore we obtain e(x; Jm(C/x2C)) = e(x1; J
m(C/x2C)). On the other hand
since dim(C/x2C)/J
m(C/x2C) = 0, we get e(x;C/x2C) = e(x; J
m(C/x2C)) and
e(x1;C/x2C) = e(x1; J
m(C/x2C)). So e(x;C/x2C) = e(x1;C/x2C). Remember
that x1, x2 is a system of parameters forM . Hence x2 /∈ q for all q ∈ Π. Consequently
x2 is not a zero divisor of C. From this it follows that e(x;C/x2C) = e(x, x2;C) and
e(x1;C/x2C) = e(x1, x2;C)
by [1, Page 641, lines 27-28, (D)]. Therefore we have e(x, x2;C) = e(x1, x2;C). And
since dimB/C < dimB, e(x, x2;B) = e(x, x2;C) and e(x1, x2;C) = e(x1, x2;B).
Hence we obtain
e(x, x2;B) = e(x1, x2;B).
Thus for any p ∈ Π,
e(x, x2;A/p) = e(x1, x2;A/p).
Consequently, we get∑
p∈Π
ℓA(Mp)e(x, x2;A/p) =
∑
p∈Π
ℓA(Mp)e(x1, x2;A/p).
On the other hand, e(x, x2;M) =
∑
p∈Π ℓA(Mp)e(x, x2;A/p) and
e(x1, x2;M) =
∑
p∈Π
ℓA(Mp)e(x1, x2;A/p)
(see e.g. [15, Theorem 11.2.4]). Therefore e(x, x2;M) = e(x1, x2;M).
Lemma 3.2. Let x be a joint reduction of I, J with respect to M of the type (k, k0+1)
with k0 + |k| = dimM − 1. Assume that dimM/IM < dimM − |k|. Then x is a
system of parameters for M .
Proof. Set n = k0+|k|+1. Let x = x1, . . . , xn be a joint reduction of I, J with respect
to M of the type (k, k0 + 1) with xI = x1, . . . , x|k| ⊂ I and U = x|k|+1, . . . , xn ⊂ J.
Then (U) is a reduction of J with respect to Im[M/(xI)M ] for all large enough m.
Since J is m-primary, therefore (U) is an ideal of definition of Im[M/(xI)M ] for all
large enough m. Hence (U) is also an ideal of definition ofM/(xI)M : I
∞ by Lemma
2.6 (i). Since dimM/IM < dimM−|k| and dimM/(xI)M ≥ dimM−|k|, it follows
that if p ∈ Min[M/(xI)M ] such that dimA/p = dimM/(xI)M then I * p. Hence
p ∈ Min[M/(xI)M : I∞]. So dimA/p ≤ dimM/(xI)M : I∞. Since (U) is an ideal of
definition of M/(xI)M : I
∞, we get
dimM/(xI)M : I
∞ ≤ |U | = k0 + 1 = dimM − |k| ≤ dimM − |k|.
8Consequently, we obtain
dimM − |k| ≤ dimM/(xI)M = dimA/p ≤ dimM/(xI)M : I∞ ≤ dimM − |k|.
Thus,
dimM/(xI)M = dimM/(xI)M : I
∞ = dimM − |k| (3)
and
{p ∈ Min[M/(xI)M ] | dimA/p = dimM/(xI)M}
= {p ∈ Min[M/(xI)M : I∞] | dimA/p = dimM/(xI)M : I∞}.
(4)
By (3), xI is part of a system of parameters for M and U is a system of parameters
for M/(xI)M : I
∞. Since U is a system of parameters for M/(xI)M : I
∞, it follows
by (4) that U is a system of parameters forM/(xI)M. So x is a system of parameters
for M.
Theorem 3.3. Let x be a joint reduction of I, J with respect to M of the type
(k, k0+1) with k0+ |k| = dimM −1. Assume that dimM/IM < dimM −|k|. Then
x is a system of parameters for M and
e(J [k0+1], I[k];M) = e(x;M).
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, x is a system of parameters forM . Recall that n = k0+|k|+1
and x = x1, . . . , xn. Set
Π = {p ∈ MinM | dimA/p = dimM}.
Note that since x is a joint reduction of I, J with respect to M, x is also a joint
reduction of I, J with respect to A/p for all p ∈ Π (see e.g [15, Lemma 17.1.4]). And
since dimM/IM < dimM −|k|, it follows that dimA/(p, I) < dimA/p−|k| for all
p ∈ Π. Indeed, assume that dimM/IM = dimM − t, then there exist a1, . . . , at ∈ I
such that dimM/(a1, . . . , at)M = dimM − t. So a1, . . . , at is part of a system of
parameters for M. Hence a1, . . . , at is also part of a system of parameters for A/p.
Consequently,
dimA/(p, I) ≤ dimA/(p, a1, . . . , at) = dimA/p− t = dimM − t
= dimM/IM < dimM − |k| = dimA/p− |k|.
So
dimA/(p, I)A < dimA/p− |k|. (5)
And x is also a system of parameters for A/p for all p ∈ Π since x is a system of
parameters for M.
9Note 1. Set J = I0. Assume that ki > 0 and without loss of generality, assume
that x1 ∈ Ii for 0 ≤ i ≤ d. We will prove that there exists x ∈ Ii such that x is a
weak-(FC)-element and x, x2, . . . , xn is a joint reduction of I, J with respect to A/p
of the type (k, k0+1) for all p ∈ Π. Indeed, by [15, Proposition 17.3.2], there exists a
Zariski open subset V of Ii/mIi such that if x ∈ Ii with the image x+mIi ∈ V, then
x, x2, . . . , xn is a joint reduction of I, J with respect to A/p of the type (k, k0 + 1)
for all p ∈ Π. And since x1 + mIi ∈ V, we have V 6= ∅. On the other hand, by [28,
Proposition 2.3], there exists a non-empty Zariski open subset W of Ii/mIi such
that if x ∈ Ii with x+mIi ∈ W, then x is a weak-(FC)-element of I, J with respect
to A/p for all p ∈ Π. Since V,W are non-empty Zariski open, it implies that V ∩W
is also a non-empty Zariski open subset of Ii/mIi. Hence there exists x ∈ Ii such
that x + mIi ∈ V ∩W, then x is a weak-(FC)-element and x, x2, . . . , xn is a joint
reduction of I, J with respect to A/p of the type (k, k0 + 1) for all p ∈ Π.
Now, we prove by induction on k0 + |k| that
e(J [k0+1], I[k];M) = e(x;M). (6)
If |k| = 0, then since x is a joint reduction of I, J with respect to M of the type
(0, k0 + 1), by Lemma 2.6 (iii) we get e(J
[k0+1], I[0];M) = e(x;M/0M : I
∞). Since
I * p for any p ∈ Π, it follows that (M/0M : I∞)p = Mp. Hence by (4), we get
e(x;M/0M : I
∞) = e(x;M) (see e.g. [15, Theorem 11.2.4]). So
e(J [k0+1], I[0];M) = e(x;M).
Hence we also get the proof of (6) in the case k0 + |k| = 0.
Consider the case that |k| > 0. And without loss of generality, assume that k1 > 0
and x1 ∈ I1. Recall that e(J [k0+1], I[k];M) =
∑
p∈Π ℓA(Mp)e(J
[k0+1], I[k];A/p) by [32,
Theorem 3.2]. Hence to have (6), we need to prove that
e(J [k0+1], I[k];A/p) = e(x;A/p) (7)
for any p ∈ Π. Let B = A/p, p ∈ Π. By Note 1, there exists x ∈ I1 such that x is a
weak-(FC)-element and x, x2, . . . , xn is a joint reduction of I, J with respect to B.
Since x is a weak-(FC)-element of I, J with respect to B, by Remark 2.5 (ii),
e(J [k0+1], I[k];B) = e(J [k0+1], I[k−e1];B/xB).
By (5), dimB/IB < dimB − |k|. From this it follows that
dim(B/xB)/I(B/xB) = dimB/(x, I)B ≤ dimB/IB
< dimB − |k| = dimB/xB − |k− e1|.
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Consequently,
dim(B/xB)/I(B/xB) < dimB/xB − |k− e1|. (8)
Note that since x, x2, . . . , xn is a joint reduction of I, J with respect to B of the type
(k, k0 + 1), x2, . . . , xn is a joint reduction of I, J with respect to B/xB of the type
(k− e1, k0 + 1). Hence by the inductive hypothesis,
e(J [k0+1], I[k−e1];B/xB) = e(x2, . . . , xn;B/xB).
Since x is not a zero divisor of B, e(x2, . . . , xn;B/xB) = e(x, x2, . . . , xn;B) by [1,
Page 641, lines 27-28, (D)]. Consequently,
e(J [k0+1], I[k];B) = e(x, x2, . . . , xn;B). (9)
So to prove (7), we need to show that
e(x1, x2, . . . , xn;B) = e(x, x2, . . . , xn;B) (10)
via the following cases.
Case 1: k0 + |k| = 1.
Then k0 = 0. Hence since dimB/IB < dimB − |k| < dimB by (5), we get the
proof of (10) by Lemma 3.1.
Case 2: k0 + |k| > 1 and |k| = 1 and dimB/IB > 1.
In this case, k0 > 0 and n ≥ 3, x1 ∈ I1 and x2, . . . , xn ∈ J. Set U = x2, . . . , xn.
Then dimB/(U, I)B ≤ dimB/(U)B = 1 < dimB/IB. By [15, Proposition 17.3.2],
x2, . . . , xn ∈ J \ mJ. Denote by x′2, . . . , x′n the images of x2, . . . , xn in J/mJ, re-
spectively. Since x2, . . . , xn is part of the system of parameters x, it follows that
x′2, . . . , x
′
n is part of a basis of k-vector space J/mJ. So (U)∩mJ = m(U) (see e.g. [15,
Proposition 8.3.3(1)]). Hence ((U) + mJ)/mJ ∼= (U)/m(U). Consequently, we can
consider (U)/m(U) as a k-vector subspace of J/mJ. Now, assume that P1, P2, . . . , Pt
are all the prime ideals of Min[B/IB] such that
dimB/IB = CohtPj (1 ≤ j ≤ t).
For each j = 1, . . . , t, let Wj be the image of Pj
⋂
(U) in J/mJ . Since
dimB/IB > dimB/(U, I)B,
(U) \ ⋃tj=1 Pj 6= ∅ by Prime Avoidance. Hence W1, . . . ,Wt are proper k-vector
subspaces of (U)/m(U) by Nakayama’s lemma. Since k is an infinite field,
Λ = [(U)/m(U)] \
t⋃
j=1
Wj
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is a non-empty Zariski open subset of (U)/m(U). By [15, Proposition 17.3.2], there
exists a Zariski open subset Γ of J/mJ such that if x ∈ J with the image x′ ∈ Γ,
then x1, x, . . . , xn is a joint reduction of I, J with respect to B of the type (k, k0+1).
Remember that x′2 ∈ Γ ∩ [(U)/m(U)] since x1, x2, . . . , xn is a joint reduction. So
Γ′ = Γ ∩ [(U)/m(U)] 6= ∅.
Hence Γ′ ∩ Λ 6= ∅. Now, let u ∈ (U) such that the image u′ ∈ Γ′ ∩ Λ. Then we have
dimB/(u, I)B = dimB/IB − 1
and x1, u, . . . , xn is a joint reduction of I, J with respect to B. In this case, x1, u, . . . , xn
is a system of parameters for B. Hence it can be verified that u′, x′3, . . . , x
′
n is
also a basis of k-vector space (U)/m(U). Consequently, (U) = (u, x3, . . . , xn) by
Nakayama’s lemma. So
(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = (x1, u, x3, . . . , xn) and (x, x2, . . . , xn) = (x, u, x3, . . . , xn).
Moreover in this case, dimB/IB < dimB − |k| by (5), and hence
dim(B/uB)/I(B/uB) = dimB/(u, I)B = dimB/IB − 1
< dimB − |k| − 1 = dimB/uB − |k|.
Note that x, x3, . . . , xn and x1, x3, . . . , xn are joint reductions with respect to B/uB
of the type (k, k0). Hence by the inductive hypothesis on k0 + |k|, we have
e(x, x3, . . . , xn;B/uB) = e(J
[(k0−1)+1], I[k];B/uB) = e(x1, x3, . . . , xn;B/uB).
On the other hand, since u is not a zero divisor of B, by [1, Page 641, lines 27-28,
(D)], we get
e(x, u, x3, . . . , xn;B) = e(x1, u, x3, . . . , xn;B).
Recall that (x1, x2, . . . , xn) = (x1, u, x3, . . . , xn), (x, x2, . . . , xn) = (x, u, x3, . . . , xn).
Consequently,
e(x, x2, x3, . . . , xn;B) = e(x1, x2, x3, . . . , xn;B).
Therefore, we obtain the proof of (10) in this case.
Case 3: k0 + |k| > 1 and |k| = 1 and dimB/IB ≤ 1.
In this case, k0 > 0. Consider the case k0 = 1. Since x, x2 and x1, x2 are both
joint reductions of I, J with respect to B/x3B, and are systems of parameters for
B/x3B, and on the other hand,
dim(B/x3B)/I(B/x3B) = dimB/(x3, I)B ≤ dimB/IB ≤ 1 < 2 = dimB/x3B,
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by Lemma 3.1, we get e(x, x2;B/x3B) = e(x1, x2;B/x3B). Remember that x is a
system of parameters for M . Hence x3 /∈ p. Consequently x3 is not a zero divisor of
B. So we have e(x, x2, x3;B) = e(x1, x2, x3;B) by [1, Page 641, lines 27-28, (D)].
If k0 > 1, then dimB = n ≥ 4. Then x2, x3, x4, . . . , xn ∈ J and we have
dim(B/x2B)/I(B/x2B) = dimB/(x2, I)B ≤ dimB/IB ≤ 1 < dimB/x2B − |k|.
Consequently, by the inductive hypothesis on k0 + |k|,
e(x, x3, . . . , xn;B/x2B) = e(J
[(k0−1)+1], I[k];B/x2B) = e(x1, x3, . . . , xn;B/x2B).
Now, recall that x is a system of parameters for M . Hence x2 /∈ p. So x2 is not a
zero divisor of B. Therefore,
e(x, x2, x3, . . . , xn;B) = e(x1, x2, x3, . . . , xn;B).
We get (10).
Case 4: k0 + |k| > 1 and |k| > 1.
Then x2 ∈ Ii for some 1 ≤ i ≤ d. Hence by (8),
dim(B/x2B)/I(B/x2B) < dimB/x2B − |k− ei|.
Therefore, by the inductive hypothesis on k0 + |k|,
e(x, x3, . . . , xn;B/x2B) = e(J
[k0+1], I[k−ei];B/x2B) = e(x1, x3, . . . , xn;B/x2B).
Hence since x2 is not a zero divisor of B,
e(x, x2, x3, . . . , xn;B) = e(x1, x2, x3, . . . , xn;B).
We have (10).
From the above cases, we get the proof of (10). Consequently, by (9), we get (7),
that
e(J [k0+1], I[k];A/p) = e(x;A/p)
for all p ∈ Π. Hence∑
p∈Π
ℓA(Mp)e(J
[k0+1], I[k];A/p) =
∑
p∈Π
ℓA(Mp)e(x;A/p).
On the other hand, e(x;M) =
∑
p∈Π ℓA(Mp)e(x;A/p) (see e.g. [15, Theorem 11.2.4])
and
e(J [k0+1], I[k];M) =
∑
p∈Π
ℓA(Mp)e(J
[k0+1], I[k];A/p)
by [32, Theorem 3.2]. Therefore, we get (6) in the case that |k| > 0, and hence the
proof of (6) is complete, that e(J [k0+1], I[k];M) = e(x;M).
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Remark 3.4. From Theorem 3.3, one may raise a question: Does this theorem
hold if dimM/IM ≥ dimM − |k|? Consider the case M = A and dimA = 2. Let
x1, x2 be a system of parameters for A. Set I = x1A and J = (x1, x2)A. Then J
is an m-primary ideal of A and x1, x2 is a joint reduction of I, J with respect to
A of the type (1, 1) since InJm = x1I
n−1Jm + x2I
nJm−1 for all n,m ≥ 1. In this
case, k = (1), k0 = 0 and dimA/IA = 1 = dimA − |k|. It can be verified that
(x1) ∩ InJm = x1In−1Jm for all n ≥ 1;m ≥ 0 and 0A : x1 ⊂ 0A : I∞. Hence x1 is a
weak-(FC)-element of I, J with respect to A. Consequently, by Remark 2.5 (ii), we
get e(J [1], I[1];A) = e(J [1], I[0];A/x1A). Now, since I = x1A, I[A/x1A] = 0. So we
obtain e(J [1], I[0];A/x1A) = 0. Thus e(J
[1], I[1];A) = 0. Hence
e(J [1], I[1];A) 6= e(x1, x2;A).
This shows that Theorem 3.3 does not hold in general if one omits the assumption
dimM/IM < dimM − |k|.
Now, we return [28, Theorem 3.1] that covers Rees’s theorem [13, Theorem 2.4
(i), (ii)] by the following stronger result than [28, Theorem 3.1].
Corollary 3.5. Let x be a joint reduction of I, J with respect to M of the type
(k, k0 + 1) with k0 + |k| = dimM − 1. Assume that ht
(I +AnnM
AnnM
)
> |k|. Then x
is a system of parameters for M and
e(J [k0+1], I[k];M) = e(x;M).
Proof. Since ht
(I +AnnM
AnnM
)
> |k|, we have dimM/IM < dimM−|k|. Hence from
Theorem 3.3 we get the proof.
Finally, we would like to give the following result which shows that mixed mul-
tiplicities are the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity of weak-(FC)-sequences.
Corollary 3.6. Let x be a weak-(FC)-sequence of I, J with respect to M of the type
(k, k0+1) with k0+ |k| = dimM −1. Assume that dimM/IM < dimM −|k|. Then
x is a system of parameters for M and e(J [k0+1], I[k];M) = e(x;M).
Proof. By Remark 2.5 (v), x is a joint reduction of I, J with respect to M of the
type (k, k0 + 1). Hence the corollary is shown by Theorem 3.3.
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